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3DUniversity of Cincinnati - DAAP
2012 - Present

Pursuing Bachelor’s degree in 

Industrial Design

Livewell Collaborative - VR Developer
Spring 2017 - Present

Participated in a Boeing sponsored studio to develop ways that VR and AR can 

improve the flight experience

Chute Gerdeman - Digital Design Intern

Wrigley Global Design - Design Intern

Chico’s FAS - Store Design Intern

2D

Achievements

Phone:

Email:

Website:

Fall 2016

Worked with designers to create photoreal renderings of spaces for client 

presentations

Modeled and textured game-ready assets for virutal models

Summer 2015

Led and aided a variety of projects across all brands

Attended numerous consumer testing sessions

Designed a project to create a pop-up experience

Spring 2016

Led multiple store designs across all 3 brands

Designed fixtures for prototype stores

Adobe Creative Suite

 Illustrator
 Photoshop
 InDesign
 After Effects
 Premiere Pro

Eagle Scout  May 2012

Cincinnatus Scholarship  2012-2016

Cincinnati Men’s Cross Country and Track 

and Field  2012-2013

3D Studio Max + Vray

Unreal Engine 4, Blueprint

Unity 5, C#

Sketchup + Vray

Substance Painter

Quixel

Cinema 4D

(847)849-3629

a.p.letourneau@gmail.com

letourneaudesign.com
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During my time at Chute 
Gerdeman I worked on a 
wide variety of interiors 
including restaurants and 
retiail environments.  My role 
included modeling, texturing, 
lighting, rendering, and post 
production.  Unfortunately 
I can’t show all of my work 
before some of the locations 
open. 

Clients included: 

Starbucks
Comcast
Chick Fil A
HMS Host
Crawford Hoying
Pizza Hut

Chute Gerdeman Work





M82 LOUNGE
A high end lounge experience 
aboard today’s largest airplane.



A concept lounge environment onboard an Airbus A380 created for 
Virgin Atlantic 

The lounge should create a welcoming and relaxing atmosphere 
that fits with Virgin’s design language.



Functional

Airplanes today are flying farther and carrying more 
passengers than ever before.  With competition 
among airlines becoming increasingly aggressive, 
airlines have begun to focus more and more on 
hospitality, and offering passengers unique high end 
experiences.

Size comparison of aircraft lounges 
aboard the Boeing 747-100(1970) and 
the Airbus A380 (2005)

The Space



C

B

Existing onboard bar area.

Airport lounges utilize 
consistent bold colors.

Lounges are well 
designed and planned.

A

D

Virgin’s plane interiors make use 
of bold lighting.

Inspiration



24’

8’2”

The Space

The Airbus A380 has a highly customizable interior that 
allows the airline to organize the layout to their liking. 
The M82 lounge will be placed on the upper level at the 
nose of the plane. The space is just over 500 square feet 
and will have two emergency exits at the front of the 
space. 



The Lounge

1

2

3

Functional

Design Goals

Uniform

Luxury



F-26N Wool Felt

3/16”

Grey PVC

Rough finish

White PVC

Rough finish

Materials

Entry Table Couches Bar Stools

Welcomes guests into the lounge

Acts as a link between the two 
spaces

Refrigerated basin to hold 
refreshments

Seats two comfortably in each 
section

Sections are divided by a small 
table

Provides a great place to stretch 
out and relax

Positioned at the back of the 
lounge to act as a focal point

Slim cabinets hold glassware and 
shelves for the drinks

Arranged on all 3 sides of the bar

Low profile back allows 
unobstructed view of space

The Furniture



Discreetly placed LED lighting provides a 
customizable splash of color to the lounge.



The panoramic window provides amazing 
views, while letting in loads of natural light



WAITING ROOM
A patient waiting area inside 
Cincinnati Children’s Hospital.



When going to a hospital, a patient can be feeling a wide 
variety of emotions.

 
This project aims at creating a space where patients can deal 

with their stress or excitement in an environment that 
best suits their feeling.



A

B

C

DGood use of vertical space 
while creating playful features

Create private spaces while 
avoiding complete isolation

Furniture that brings 
patients together

Good natural light

Inspiration



Ideation
Ideation focused on planning the way users would see the space as they move 
through it and how the space will change for their needs.



An open space with overlooking 
hallway and large windows allow for 
plenty of ambient light to keep the 
space bright.

The waiting room will be divided to 
cater to the two opposing emotions.  
The larger of the two will be for 
excited patients allowing room to 
play and let out excited energy.  
The remaining portion for nervous 
patients will allow for a more tranquil 
enclosed space with less visual 
noise and distraction.

Division

The Space

50’

100’



A large open space for 
excited and energetic 
children.  

Two large trees with 
platforms and rope bridges 
where patients can walk 
and explore.  

The couch beneath allows 
parents to relax while 
keeping an eye on their 
kids.

Nervous Excited

Five “private” sitting ares 
for patients and their 
families are tucked into 
themed buildings that are 
visually interesting.

The rooms have couches, 
stools, and a television.



Final



The waiting room was built in 3DS Max and eventually brought into Unity for texture and lighting.  Users are 
able to walk around in the virtual space and experience all of its unique details.  The scene is available for 
download at: letourneaudesign.com/work/#/hospital/



Reveal

REVEAL
A lighting fixture full of intrigue



We all know the excited feeling that comes with opening up a 
package for the first time.

 

Reveal aims to recreate that feeling in any room. 



A

B

C
D

A pop of color begging for 
exploration and discovery

A form full of potential

Folds to add character
Creases that add 
complexity and detail

Inspiration



My sketch exploration aimed at forms that seemed to be peeled or 
opened to reveal a change the light itself.Ideation



The final form starts out as a circle with a 
squared off corner.

I chose this form because of the 
semantics of a squared off corner, it cues 
a place to peel or open.

The corner is bent to the center of the 
circle, this will reveal an accent of color 
on the back of the light.

This form is ideal because it has no major 
directionality, it is a familiar shape, and 
it is clean.

Form



Colorways



This screen printed graphic appears on a band around 
the light packaging. It shows the light before and after its 
“transformation” telling the story of how it got its shape.

The packaging aims at reinforcing the design and personality 
of the light.

Packaging



Final Render with explanation of packaging



MODELING 
& 

RENDERING



Contemporary 
Room

3DS Max - Vray



White House Black 
Market

Sketchup - Vray



L.A. River House
Maya - Vray



THANK YOU
View more of my work at 

letourneaudesign.com

(847)849-3629

a.p.letourneau@gmail.com  


